Advanced Improvisation Ensemble
Directed by David Borgo
November 18, 2011, 8 pm

Chucho (comp. by Paquito D’Rivera)

Ishmael (comp. by Abdullah Ibrahim, arr. by David Borgo)

Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child (traditional)

Calypso Minor (comp. by Abdullah Ibrahim, arr. by David Borgo)

Peggy’s Blue Stablemate (comp. by Charles Mingus and Benny Golson,
arr. by David Borgo and David Castañeda)

Portrait (comp. by Charles Mingus)

Drum Talk (comp. by David Borgo)

No Rain (comp. by Matt Zebley)

Directions (comp. by Joe Zawinul)

Aida (comp. by Miles Davis)

Rana Tabrizi - voice
Julianne Ward - flute
David Borgo - soprano saxophone and electric wind instrument
Marcus Garrette - alto saxophone
Evan Adams - tenor saxophone and oboe
Jason Desouza - trumpet
Daniel Merriott - trumpet
Jonathan Lakey - electric guitar
Paul Rowley - electric guitar
Tyler Eaton - acoustic and electric bass
Ronnie Valles - drum set
David Castañeda - congas, pandeiro, and güiro
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